LIFECYCLE
PERFORMANCE
SERVICES

mhsglobal.com

Your consultative partner for end-to-end

SERVICE, SUPPORT
AND PARTS

The MHS Lifecycle Performance Services team guides supply chain operations through a consultative
lifecycle planning approach to get the most out of mission-critical automated systems. From addressing
staffing challenges and controlling overall maintenance spend to maintaining and increasing system
performance, MHS has the experience and range of services to fit your operation.
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MODERNIZATION
Whether your goal is to improve performance and uptime, adapt to evolving safety regulations or manage
obsolescence, MHS’s modernization offerings can help you extend asset longevity and maximize return
on investment. MHS matches aging hardware and software with the right modernization services at the
right time. We work with customers to deploy solutions developed for individual systems across multi-site
distribution center networks – making the most efficient use of CapEx resources.
• Expansions – Keep up with growing demand by strategically adding new technologies and
implementing system modifications to optimize existing footprint and extend overall system lifecycle.
• Rebuilds – Replace outdated system components for critical assets like sorting and gapping
equipment to meet performance benchmarks or regulatory changes.
• Obsolescence – Analyze system health and current technology to prioritize modernization based on
capital constraints, performance requirements and more.
• Recontrols – Controls upgrades to convert aging PC- or computer-based equipment into a more
capable PLC-based solution to drive greater throughput.
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SERVICE
MHS takes a consultative approach to help customers develop the right system lifecycle plan to fit their
business, from a comprehensive outsourced program to a tailored package of supplemental support.

MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
From a completely outsourced maintenance program to
temporary resources, MHS has the offerings to fit your needs.
• Resident maintenance – A turnkey maintenance offering
that offers value far beyond technician salaries. Get on-site
staffing, parts management, asset health tracking and longterm equipment and capital planning, all with simple singlesource accountability.
• Supplemental maintenance – Whether scaling up for
peak season or other temporary increases in demand, take
advantage of supplemental maintenance services from MHS
to bolster your team, with expert technicians available
across the country, when and where you need them.
• On-site support – MHS has authorized service technicians
strategically located throughout the U.S. to respond quickly
to troubleshooting, repair and maintenance requests for a
wide range of equipment brands and technologies.
• CMMS – Communicate foundational run-time data to
CMMS from predictive analytics for streamlined
administrative and clerical work. Turn predictive analytics
insights into effective, real-world action with as-needed,
automatic predictive work order creation and parts
ordering based on sensor and historical run-time data.
Ditch calendar-based preventive maintenance for
predictive and meter-based maintenance scheduling.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
When uptime is on the line, you need support you can count
on – whenever and however you need it.
• Remote support – Immediate phone-based technical
support available 24/7 for troubleshooting and remote
guidance. Call 1-888-444-4MHS.
• Remote monitoring – MHS uses predictive analytics
to monitor key assets for statistical anomalies that might
indicate an upcoming failure, and send an alert to
proactively address the issue.
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TRAINING
MHS offers training to equip both new and seasoned employees
with the advanced skillsets and career development structure to
help produce more capable, engaged personnel.
• On-site maintenance – Hands-on training at customer site
or MHS facility, backed by detailed product documentation.
• On-site operational – Station-based operational training to
speed learning curve and equip systems engineers for
success, repeated upon request.
• Classroom – Full courses with standard or customized
curriculum, complete with opportunity to learn best practices
from both MHS trainers and peers.

ASSESSMENTS
MHS assessment specialists can help businesses establish
baselines and reveal insights on system health, complete with
proactive recommendations for repairs and capital planning.
• Asset health – Evaluates the physical condition, mechanical
and electrical operation of each unit in material handling
systems to provide productivity and quality control scores that
determine asset status and help prioritize any corrective action.
• Safety and regulatory compliance – Reviews safety
components and notes concerns and recommendations for
improvement. Any critical safety deficiencies automatically
result in a failing grade, as a lack of compliance can put
employees and business at risk.
• Parts storeroom – Creates a functional document in
the CMMS with information on parts storage locations, part
identification and the full inventory of spare parts, rather
than depending on individual technicians.
• Maintenance best practices – Offers training on a wide
range of maintenance processes, including proper chain
maintenance, proper belt tensioning, lubrication, vibration
analysis, thermal imaging and inventory management.
• Reporting – Grades equipment condition based on a threelevel scale that assesses productivity, maintenance control,
and safety and regulatory compliance. Recommendations
help prepare systems for future needs, including specific
measures required to remedy any mechanical, electrical,
control and safety deficiencies
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PARTS
Details matter when it comes to effective parts management, and MHS takes the strategic and thorough
approach to help prevent common on-site mismanagement and make parts ordering easy, fast and right.
• Recommended spare parts kits – Rather than standard one-size-fits-all formulas, MHS provides
tailored spare parts recommendations based on historical usage, criticality based on the part’s role in
the overall system and supply chain information like lead time and stock availability.
• Daily parts (online, phone, email) – Get immediate, expert assistance to identify the right part or
take advantage of a variety of fast, effective parts ordering channels. Easily access a catalog of over
20,000 spare parts from a wide range of brands, complete with recommended spare parts lists for
specific equipment.
• Storeroom solutions – With time and resources at a premium during startup, parts cage setup
and dealing with lost or repurposed parts becomes a lower priority. MHS starts with an assessment
to inform parts needs, then takes care of creating and organizing parts kits and assigning optimum
storage location within your facility.
• Repairs – Consult with MHS to identify failure-prone, commonly replaced components and instead
repair and refurbish those assets to result in significant cost savings.
• Kitting – Reduce on-site inventory and expedite repairs with parts kits designed to equip technicians
for specific service actions, stocked at customer sites or ready to ship from MHS at a moment’s notice.
MHS offers ready-made kits to address critical sorter downtime events and can create custom kits
based on customer requirements.
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PREDICTIVE ANALY TICS
MHS Insights puts the company’s decades of experience in distribution centers to work in a
predictive analytics solution designed specifically for automated material handling systems. MHS
focuses on individual assets and the critical role each plays in overall system performance. Welldeveloped data models drive targeted insights for more effective maintenance, capital planning
conversations and integration with computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS) to
provide the most value in the most efficient framework.
• System performance management – Get insights that prioritize action based on the
critical nature of each asset for overall system performance, informing obsolescence and
capital planning to maximize system throughput and efficiency.
• Asset performance management – Trade daily physical inspections and generic
maintenance guidelines for sensor-based reporting and equipment service based on data specific
to each component for more effective, precise deployment of limited maintenance resources.
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ABOUT MHS
Founded in 1999, MHS Global is a full-service provider of innovative material handling systems that
solve the challenges of distribution and fulfillment operations. We take a comprehensive, customercentric approach that includes custom engineering, design, manufacturing and turnkey integration
services. Our quality solutions leverage a broad range of controls and automated equipment, including
but not limited to sorters, conveyors, extendable loading and unloading systems. We provide complete,
responsive support to maintain systems for peak performance, with predictive analytics and local
technicians to maximize long-term value and return on investment.
MHS has a global installed base of over $6.5 billion for small to large projects in a variety of industries,
including e-commerce, distribution and fulfillment, parcel, third party logistics and outside integrators.

+1.502.636.0690
info@mhsglobal.com
mhsglobal.com

